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The Untameable Texan Texas Cattlemans Club After Storm Janice Maynard
She's pregnant on his doorstep in this novel from USA TODAY bestselling author Janice Maynard Workaholic Cassidy Corelli was a virgin…until her one night with Gavin Kavanagh. Now the daughter of a Vegas mogul has two little problems—the twins she's carrying! When her father disowns her, she's left with only one place to go—back to Gavin. But the
millionaire's been burned before. He wants a paternity test. Until then, he's determined to keep this woman out of his bed—for his own good. But once he's enjoyed a perfect passion, can a starving man deny himself one more taste?
USA TODAY Bestselling Author “Hey, stranger… I could use some company.” And just like that, Aria Jensen reunites with her longtime friend, commitment-shy Ethan Barringer. They’re working together on the new Texas Cattleman’s Club in Houston. Why not leave the friend zone and have a little fun? But their no-strings fling deepens when Ethan steps in as her
fake fiancé…to keep her father from forcing her to marry! Will Aria gamble her heart in this high-stakes game?
"Texas tycoon Whit Daltry has always been a thorn in Megan Maguire's side, especially when he tried to put the kibosh on her animal shelter. But when he saves her daughter during the worst tornado in recent memory, Megan sees beneath his prickly exterior to the hero underneath. Soon, the after-storm recovery makes bedfellows of these opposites. Until Megan's
old reflexes kick in--should she brace for betrayal or say yes to Whit once and for all?"-- From back cover.
In 1930, four decades after the surrender of Geronimo, anthropologist Grenville Goodwin headed south in search of a rumored band of "wild" Apaches in the Sierra Madre. Goodwin's journals chronicling his epic search have been edited and annotated by his son, Neil, who was born three months before his father's tragic death at the age of thirty-three. Neil Goodwin
uses the journals to engage in a dialogue with the father he never knew.
Western Stories and Poems of Bruce Kiskaddon
Go East, Young Man
His Lost and Found Family
Calendar history of the Kiowa Indians
Twins on the Way
Triplets for the Texan
With a disposition as untamed as the Wyoming landscape, Trent Sinclair was not known as the forgiving sort. He had certainly never forgiven Bryn Matthews and her lies. The CEO had turned his back on her, though not without another thought, when she'd claimed his brother had gotten her
pregnant.But now Trent's brother was gone and Bryn had returned...with a child he could not deny was pure Sinclair. Nor could he ignore the passion that had always coursed between them. Had the time finally come for Trent to take what he had always wanted--family and honor be damned?
SUITE FANTASY - Which room will you choose? Please accept your invitation to the luxurious, exclusive Scimitar Hotel, where acting out your private fantasies is safe, discreet, and unforgettable. No one is watching. No forbidden limits. Just a man and a woman and one red-hot night. SUITE
SECRETS - When Rebecca interviews Sebastian Tennant, the charismatic businessman who created the super-secret Scimitar Hotel, she must step through the door of Suite 13 and surrender to what she finds. SUITE SEDUCTION - Katie's boyfriend treats her like a princess. But she suspects that
beneath his gentlemanly manners is a wild, sexy lover waiting to get out. A trip to the Scimitar Hotel reveals both of their deepest fantasies. SUITE SURRENDER - Shelli manages the naughty, exclusive Scimitar Hotel, but her own love life is pretty boring. Getting snowed in on the mountaintop
with hot co-worker Tyler means acting out a fantasy she'll never forget. SUITE REVENGE - Once, Emily had her heart broken by her brother's best friend Luke. Now a very grown-up Emily has the chance to "buy" Luke at a bachelor auction and in the process, exact some quid pro quo revenge. "All
three novellas feature likable characters in sensuous scenarios. What sets Maynard's work apart from others in this genre is that she develops her characters and plotlines to the extent that the reader cares about what happens outside of the bedroom as well as within it." - Romantic Times
Bookreviews "SUITE FANTASY is sweet, indeed. Romantic, entertaining, and sexy enough to leave you wanting more!" - New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster
Someone has a pregnancy secret in this Texas Cattleman's Club: After the Storm story from USA TODAY bestselling author Sara Orwig. When folks think of Stella Daniels they think unassuming, even plain. But after a devastating tornado hits Royal, Texas, Stella steps up and leads the recovery
effort. That's when she attracts the attention of construction magnate Aaron Nichols—and a surprising night of passion ensues. Aaron sees something special in the no-nonsense admin, and he's more than happy to bring her out of her shell. But when he discovers Stella's expecting his child, can
he overcome his demons to be the hero this hometown heroine really needs? Be sure to read other scandalous stories from the Texas Cattleman's Club: After the Storm series, only from Harlequin® Desire! STRANDED WITH THE RANCHER by USA TODAY bestseller Janice Maynard SHELTERED BY THE MILLIONAIRE
by USA TODAY bestseller Catherine Mann BECAUSE OF THE BABY... by Cat Schield HIS LOST AND FOUND FAMILY by Sarah M. Anderson MORE THAN A CONVENIENT BRIDE by USA TODAY Michelle Celmer FOR HIS BROTHER'S WIFE by USA TODAY bestseller Kathie DeNosky
When the man who got away delivers shocking baby news… Only from USA TODAY bestselling author Janice Maynard! Simone Parker will soon be a single mom, thanks to a sperm donor. But when the doctor tells her not one but three babies are on the way, Simone is floored. Especially since the good
doctor is none other than the first love who broke her heart, Troy "Hutch" Hutchinson. Touched by tragedy on an overseas humanitarian mission, Hutch has returned a changed man. What hasn't changed is the fiery chemistry he shares with Simone. But will Simone's secret reason for conceiving
destroy their second chance?
A MOST SHOCKING REVELATION
Western Words
Pregnant by the Texan
Too Texan to Tame
Pregnant by the Cowboy CEO
Upstairs Downstairs Temptation
Did he really just agree to live with his ex for the sake of a baby in need? After raising his stepsister, being a father feels been there, done that for Texan Drake Rhodes. But when his ex-lover, Cammie Wentworth, needs his help to care for an abandoned baby, Drake steps up. It’s ironic that
Cammie’s desire for children was why they broke up. And two years apart hasn’t cooled anything between them. Cammie will be back in his bed. But when it’s over, will Drake walk away again…or go after a legacy of his own, with her? Mills & Boon Desire — Luxury, scandal, desire — welcome to the
lives of the elite.
Falling for the wrong twin never felt so right in the first installment of Texas Cattleman’s Club: Ranchers and Rivals by USA TODAY bestselling author Janice Maynard. It’s a Lone Star matchmaking twin swap! As a favor to his identical twin, Joshua Banks agrees to pose as his brother. The
switch is supposed to last for just one “date” with Layla Grandin, their childhood friend. But dinner soon leads to much, much more. Trust is everything to Layla—she’s been burned before and secrets are destroying her ranching family. If Joshua stands any chance of staking a claim on
relationship-wary Layla, the Texan has to confess so much more than his true identity. And risk losing more than he ever imagined… From Harlequin Desire: A luxurious world of bold encounters and sizzling chemistry. Love triumphs in this uplifting romance, part of the Texas Cattleman's Club:
Ranchers and Rivals series: Book 1: Staking a Claim by Janice Maynard Book 2: Boyfriend Lessons by Sophia Singh Sasson Book 3: On Opposite Sides by Cat Schield Book 4: Rivalry at Play by Nadine Gonzalez
While on a mission Stanton Rourke suffers a head injury that robs him of his short term memory, leaving Clarisse Carrington in danger and heartbroken.
When proximity for the sake of the baby leads to passion...
South America
Observations and Impressions
All Grown Up
Staking a Claim
Hunters, Pastoralists and Ranchers
Sheltered by the Millionaire
Can a boss on a royal mission mix business with pleasure? Diplomat Alex Ramon's Miami mission is on the rocks. Convincing the exiled Montoros to give up their American life and return to Alma's throne has become personal. Not only is his trusted aide Maria Ferro flirting with a potential prince but Alex is actually jealous! So jealous, he might sabotage his goals so he can take Maria to his bed, a prize more
tempting than any commission from the crown. But Alex doesn't know that Maria has a long time crush of her own — and it isn't on the playboy prince...
A fake engagement at the Texas Cattleman's Club? It must be a fairy tale from USA TODAY bestselling author Maureen Child! Dave Firestone has no intention of getting married, but he'll pretend anything if it means sealing a tough business deal for his ranch. Needing a spur-of-the-moment fake fiancée, he turns to housekeeper Mia Hughes. With her boss—and Dave's business rival—missing and her paycheck on
hold, she accepts Dave's fantasy proposal. But when their pretend romance takes an unexpected turn into passionate nights, Dave isn't ready to let Mia go. Can the smooth-talking businessman negotiate a more permanent arrangement?
Throughout the northern circumpolar tundras and forests, and over many millennia, human populations have based their livelihood wholly or in part upon the exploitation of a single animal species-the reindeer. Yet some are hunters, others pastoralists, while today traditional pastoral economies are being replaced by a commercially oriented ranch industry. In this book, drawing on ethnographic material from
North America and Eurasia, Tim Ingold explains the causes and mechanisms of transformations between hunting, pastoralism and ranching, each based on the same animal in the same environment, and each viewed in terms of a particular conjunction of social and ecological relations of production. In developing a workable synthesis between ecological and economic approaches in anthropology, Ingold introduces
theoretically rigorous concepts for the analysis of specialized animal-based economies, which cast the problem of 'domestication' in an entirely new light.
A second chance leads to sudden pregnancy in USA TODAY bestselling author Janice Maynard's epic Texas Cattleman's Club: After the Storm prequel novella… Texas financier Jed Farrell always gets what he wants—except when it comes to the one who got away, Kimberly Fanning. Now he's here to settle old scores with his high school sweetheart at their ten-year reunion. But when they end up back between the
sheets, the man with a plan soon gets an unplanned baby surprise. Will old doubts and differences scuttle their second shot at a future together? The time for answers is running out as a storm literally brews on the horizon…. This exciting prequel novella also includes the first chapter in the continuing story STRANDED WITH THE RANCHER by USA TODAY bestselling author Janice Maynard, only from
Harlequin® Desire!
A Depiction of the Great Montana Cattle Range
More Than a Convenient Bride
A Dictionary of the Old West
Texas Cattleman's Club
Imagining the American West as the Orient
The Nanny Plan

Believing Sam Ely was the only one for her, young Annalise Wolff threw herself at him. But he claimed he was too old for her⋯and that she was too forward. Seven years later, she's still reeling from his words, vowing never to forgive. Then she's offered a job she can't refuse. Although it means working closely with Sam, Annalise is determined to ignore
age-old feelings. But then a snowstorm strands them together⋯without power⋯without family interference⋯without inhibitions. And Annalise has to decide if falling for Sam again is worth the risk of a second broken heart.
"Getting hit with divorce papers isn't the fresh beginning Jake Holt wanted with Skye Taylor. But when he returns to their Texas hometown, he finds Skye has a child...and no memory of the couple's painful breakup. After a long coma, Skye doesn't remember being swept up in a tornado or nearly losing her baby girl. Seeing Jake again rekindles their allconsuming passion. Then she starts to remember... Is their love strong enough to overcome the past so they can become a real family?"-- From back cover.
Valarie, a new waitress in town, has caught the eye of Gavin, the handsome local sheriff. She moved to town half a year ago, secretly in search of the key that links her to her ancestors. If she were to be caught by the sheriff, her quest would be over. But due to circumstances beyond her control, she ends up living in Gavin’s house, where she is swept away
by his passion and sense of justice. If he knew the things she has done, she’s sure he’d regret falling in love with her⋯ But how can either of them deny their love?
Sidewinder: Recoiled is the ENnie Award winning d20 game of the Wild West by Dog House Rules. Capture the cinematic action and adventure of your favorite western movies, novels, and TV shows using this complete set of rules. Create courageous gunslingers, low-down rustlers, or high stakes gamblers and test your mettle out on the frontier.
Sidewinder: Recoiled takes the d20 Modern rules and customizes them for Wild West action. This rulebook contains everything you need for active gameplay, including: Complete basic classes, skills, and feats. Weapons and equipment for the real Wild West, from tomahawks and dynamite to Colt Peacemakers and Winchester rifles. 19 new advanced classes,
like bounty Hunter, Desperado, Maverick, and Tin Star. Complete rules for combat and critters. Excerpts from Bat Masterson's Famous Gun Fighters of the Western Frontier so you can learn about the Wild West from a man who lived it! Sidewinder: Recoiled is the definitive d20 treatment of the Wild West. Beware of fool's gold! So saddle up, strap on your
hog-leg, and pull your hat down low. You're fixin' to ride into the REAL Wild West of Sidewinder: Recoiled! Requires the use of the d20 Modern Roleplaying Game, published by Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
A Wolff at Heart
A Father-Son Journey
Reindeer Economies and their Transformations
Shorty's Yarns
Wildest Dreams
For His Brother's Wife (Mills & Boon Desire) (Texas Cattleman's Club: After the Storm, Book 8)
Transference of orientalist images and identities to the American landscape and its inhabitants, especially in the West—in other words, portrayal of the West as the “Orient”—has been a common aspect of American cultural history. Place names, such as the Jordan River or Pyramid Lake, offer notable examples, but the imagery and its varied meanings are more widespread and significant. Understanding that range and significance,
especially to the western part of the continent, means coming to terms with the complicated, nuanced ideas of the Orient and of the North American continent that European Americans brought to the West. Such complexity is what historical geographer Richard Francaviglia unravels in this book. Since the publication of Edward Said’s book, Orientalism, the term has come to signify something one-dimensionally negative. In
essence, the orientalist vision was an ethnocentric characterization of the peoples of Asia (and Africa and the “Near East”) as exotic, primitive “others” subject to conquest by the nations of Europe. That now well-established point, which expresses a postcolonial perspective, is critical, but Francaviglia suggest that it overlooks much variation and complexity in the views of historical actors and writers, many of whom thought of
western places in terms of an idealized and romanticized Orient. It likewise neglects positive images and interpretations to focus on those of a decadent and ostensibly inferior East. We cannot understand well or fully what the pervasive orientalism found in western cultural history meant, says Francaviglia, if we focus only on its role as an intellectual engine for European imperialism. It did play that role as well in the American West.
One only need think about characterizations of American Indians as Bedouins of the Plains destined for displacement by a settled frontier. Other roles for orientalism, though, from romantic to commercial ones, were also widely in play. In Go East, Young Man, Francaviglia explores a broad range of orientalist images deployed in the context of European settlement of the American West, and he unfolds their multiple significances.
This billionaire bachelor has a baby challenge... Being a father to his orphaned infant niece is out of this tech billionaire's comfort zone. Lucky for Nate Longmire, Trish Hunter is a natural at motherhood, and she's agreed to be his temporary nanny. But long glances, slow kisses and not-so-innocent touches are strictly off-limits... Trish's goal is to help Nate in exchange for a big donation to her charity for Lakota kids. Falling for her
bachelor boss--and his adorable baby girl--is not part of the plan. But when the month is up, will she be able to walk away?
Recently discovered stories of southwestern cowboy life in the 1890-1910 era, written by America's premier cowboy poet, Bruce Kiskaddon.
A night of pleasure leads to a strictly business arrangement in USA TODAY bestselling author Yvonne Lindsay’s new Texas Cattleman's Club: Fathers and Sons novel! Their night together had consequences. Now their nuptials are nonnegotiable. Fashionista Rosalind Banks flew to Texas to win back her ex-boyfriend. Instead, she spent the most passionate night of her life with a total stranger! Now Ros is having Gabriel
Carrington’s baby and the Royal rancher just made an offer she can’t refuse. Gabe needs a wife and an heir, with a marriage on paper, strictly for show. But the rules of their arrangement are made to be broken. Will inconvenient chemistry derail their marriage of convenience or take it to a whole new level? From Harlequin Desire: A luxurious world of bold encounters and sizzling chemistry. Love triumphs in these uplifting
romances, part of the Texas Cattleman's Club: Fathers and Sons series: Book 1: An Heir of His Own by Janice Maynard Book 2: How to Handle a Heartbreaker by Joss Wood Book 3: Married by Contract by Yvonne Lindsay Book 4: From Feuding to Falling by Jules Bennett Book 5: The Rebel's Return by Nadine Gonzalez Book 6: The Rancher's Reckoning by Joanne Rock
Sidewinder
Harlequin Comics
Hot Texas Nights
Texas Tough (Mills & Boon Desire) (Texas Cattleman's Club: Heir Apparent, Book 5)
The Lone Star Cinderella
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A Western, twin switch romance
This book, originally published in 1944, has 5,000 words of cowboy language as vibrant now as it was in the old American frontier. The native cowman forged his own language. Like other men of the soil, he created similes & metaphors, salty & unrefined, but sparkling with stimulating vigor. In the early days, many men with college degrees came west, fell in love with the freedom of range life, & remained. Not bound by
conventions, they soon drifted into the infectious parlance of the cow country. This volume has been prepared to help preserve this lingo for posterity. The terms have been gathered from every part of the range. Within the cowman's figures of speech lie the rich field of his subtle humor & strength -- unique, original, full-flavored. Illus.
He's the kind of cowboy even big-city women dream about...
It s forbidden to fall for his brother s widow in this story by USA TODAY bestselling author Kathie DeNosky
The Doctor and the Cowboy Stranded at single father Dan Gallagher's ranch during a Colorado blizzard, Dr. Beth Rogers is counting the days till the roads are clear. She can't wait to leave for her exciting new life in New York. But suddenly the big-city doctor is delivering babies in log cabins, helping to feed newborn calves and teaching Dan's little girl to play hymns on the piano. No-nonsense Beth even throws a snowball or
two at the handsome, love-shy cowboy. She thought she had her heart set on leaving, so why does she dream of Dan asking her to stay forever?
An Heir of His Own
Untamed
Wild Animals I Have Known
Suite Fantasy
The Apache Diaries
The Secret Child & the Cowboy CEO
One of the first known novels by a Native American woman, Cogewea (1927) is the story of a half-blood girl caught between the worlds of Anglo ranchers and full-blood reservation Indians; between the craven and false-hearted easterner Alfred Densmore and James LaGrinder, a half-blood cowboy and the best rider on the
Flathead; between book learning and the folk wisdom of her full-blood grandmother. The book combines authentic Indian lore with the circumstance and dialogue of a popular romance; in its language, it shows a self-taught writer attempting to come to terms with the rift between formal written style and the comfort-able
rhythms and slang of familiar speech.
‘You want to kiss me?’ He should say no… After moving his lab to northern Maine, billionaire inventor Farrell Stone needs a live-in housekeeper. Single mother Ivy Danby needs a job to support her baby daughter. Both problems solved. Except Ivy fascinates Farrell, more than any temporary employee should. Widowed
Farrell doesn’t do relationships, but would one sizzling night with Ivy be a huge mistake…or the fresh start they both need? Mills & Boon Desire — Luxury, scandal, desire — welcome to the lives of the elite.
A story of friends…with marriage benefits, by USA TODAY bestselling author Michelle Celmer After all they've been through following the tornado that hit their Texas town, there's no way Dr. Lucas Wakefield will let his best friend, Julie Kingston, leave because of a green card mix-up. The only solution is to propose
marriage. But what starts as a platonic arrangement quickly blooms into red-hot desire—until Luc's ex-fiancée returns to reclaim her man and Julie questions whether happily-ever-after is in the cards. Good thing Luc has no intention of giving up his passionate new bride without a fight!
After finding a pair of black lace panties under the front seat of her husband's car and cavorting herself in the back seat of another vehicle with her old high-school flame, Maddie Faraday realizes that the truth is elusive in a small town.
And 200 Drawings
Tell Me Lies
Minding Her Boss's Business
Stranded with the Rancher
Because Of The Baby... (Mills & Boon Desire) (Texas Cattleman's Club: After the Storm, Book 5)
Cogewea, the Half Blood

He’s back in town…and back in her bed? Rancher Vaughn Blackwood can only spare a week in Royal, Texas, for his sister’s wedding. Then he runs into Brielle Gunderson — and learns he’s the father of her baby. A fake engagement would secure his newfound daughter’s claim to the Blackwood legacy. But Brie has doubts about the plan even as their passion
reignites. Can Vaughn change…or will Brie become the girl who got away — twice? Mills & Boon Desire — Indulge in secrets and scandal, intense drama and plenty of sizzling hot action with powerful and passionate heroes who have it all.
Reproduction of the original: Calendar history of the Kiowa Indians by James Mooney
Three popular romance writers converge to offer stories of "the bad boys of your wildest dreams."
Just when you thought you knew all The Men of Wolff Mountain, USA TODAY bestselling author Janice Maynard has a surprise! Realizing his entire life is a lie, Pierce Avery hires Nicola Parrish to find answers. Learning his father is not his biological parent is mind-blowing; discovering the desirable woman behind his new lawyer's professional facade puts him over
the edge. But his growing passion for Nicola could be blinding him to her motives for getting him to embrace the truth of his past. His heart may be ready for more, but can he really trust her?
Recoiled
A surprise pregnancy romance
Married by Contract
The Untameable Texan
Pregnant by the cowboy CEO: Restaurateur Gene Bonnaire always gets what he wants, and he wants Rose Heathcote's shop for his new restaurant--and its current alluring owner in his bed! Securing the shop is easy. But seducing this defiant beauty may be his greatest challenge yet.
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